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Dedicated to industries that improve how we live, eat and
move for a better quality of life and a better world
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Delivering the goods
of commerce
Transportation reporting segment
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Transportation
Key Messages
We are progressing towards a global, seamless and transparent supply chain
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●

Connecting the transportation ecosystem to optimize critical
●
workflows, through our Transportation Industry Cloud, resulting in
increased resource utilization and a more sustainable supply chain

●

Providing the foundation to deliver innovation through our
Transportation Industry Cloud of new data driven insights to
automate and improve transportation planning and execution
decisions

●

Progressing on our plan to improve near term financial
metrics as we invest in the future of Connected Transportation
Differentiating to win business and facilitate cross-sell
opportunities within our large and underpenetrated
customer base driving future ARR growth, enabled by the
breadth of our portfolio and growing connected workflows
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The Transportation Industry is facing challenges of a disconnected
lifecycle which leads to inefficiencies
The Transportation
lifecycle is disconnected...
PROCURE
Right freight for
the right carrier
PLAN
Right load for
the right truck,
right now

EXECUTE
Pick it up and deliver
on time, safety and
efficiency

...which leads to inefficiencies
in the industry...

...that Trimble technology can
address at a task & system level.

Impact of 100% asset utilization in
North American Trucking
Every 1% improvement in loaded ratio
(trading empty miles for loaded miles)
is worth per year:
●

7B fewer empty miles

●

Over $8.4B

●

Over 11B lbs reduced CO2

Truckload carriers run 15% empty
on average
●

105B empty miles

●

$126B

●

165B lbs CO2

Engage
Lane

Enterprise

Shipper
Optimization
Carrier
Optimization
TMS (transport
mgmnt system)

Driver
Efficiency
Mobility

Maps

(Telematics)

Routing &
Location
Intelligence

Addressable market refers to the total potential market size for technology, and consists of those users that have the potential to be addressed by Trimble and its competitors. Addressable market is based on internal estimates.
Penetration refers to the current market penetration of technology, and represents Trimble revenue + competitor revenue as a percent of the addressable market. Penetration is based on internal estimates.
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Addressable
market

$11B

<50% Penetration
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Connect & Scale builds on our unique scope and scale across key
industry stakeholders
291,000+
Shipments booked monthly

⁓1,000,000

Shippers

Assets managed with Trimble
technology on board

17 Million

>2,000,000

Visibility shipments tracked
globally

Assets managed using Trimble
technology

Carriers

>90% of top 200

17 Billion

Trucking fleets using Trimble
Technology

Map transactions per month

>$4.5 Billion
Annual Freight Under Management
executed with Trimble Technology

17 of top 100 Brokers

Use Trimble technology for
their TMS and ERP systems
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Over 35 years
Brokers/
3PLs

Transportation domain
experience

Partnerships
+250 ecosystem partners
Microsoft strategic partnership
OEMs with Paccar, Navistar and Cummins
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Trimble Transportation is uniquely positioned
to connect between the digital and physical worlds

Physical

Procurement, Routing,
Dispatch, Fleet Maintenance
and Actionable Visibility

Equipment location & status
updates, driver workflows,
and compliance

Software for planning,
execution, and visibility of
freight movements

Near real time positioning, fault code
sensing, and driver management in
context to the route plan

Common Data Environment
Our Trimble Transportation Cloud connects
these technologies & workflows together via a
Common Data Environment

Order to Cash, Business Analytics
and Optimization
Enterprise resource planning, network design, scheduling,
resource management, cost, maintenance and operations,
decision support, predictive indicators
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TMS

Service &
Repair
Centers

Asset-Based TMS

Routing &
Navigation

Mileage &
Rating

Multi-Cloud
Foundation
Reliability,
Security
Assuredness

Procurement

Transportation Cloud

Fleet Mobility

Asset
Maintenance
Mapping &
Visualization

Platform Core
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Supply
Chain
Platforms

Non-Asset
TMS

OEM’s
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TMS

Service &
Repair
Centers

Asset-Based TMS

Routing &
Navigation

Mileage &
Rating

Procurement

Transportation Cloud

Fleet Mobility

Asset
Maintenance
Mapping &
Visualization

Platform Core
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Connected Maintenance
TMS

Service &
Repair
Centers

Asset-Based TMS

Routing &
Navigation

Mileage &
Rating

Procurement

Transportation Cloud

Fleet Mobility

Asset
Maintenance
Mapping &
Visualization

Platform Core
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As we move toward our long term vision, we are working to
improve our short term financial metrics in next four quarters

Cross-sector goals:
Rich cross-sell opportunity:
● Capture the rich cross-sell
opportunity we have today with
over $50M ARR potential in top
200 accounts

Mobility
Division

● Successfully rollout Instinct product
● Reduce reliance on low margin hardware offerings and
increase Average Revenue per Unit with Value Added
Services growth

Enterprise
Division

Continued sequential
improvement in both ARR growth
and Operating Margins

Maps
Division
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Key divisional initiatives:

● Migration to configurable solutions

● Convert maintenance & support revenue
to recurring revenue
● Accelerate adoption of “Engage Lane”
shipper- carrier solution
● Sustain and accelerate current performance through
geographic and vertical expansion
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The value of connecting back office to in-cab to create the best
possible experience for drivers: Roehl Transport
Challenge
● Roehl is 70th in the Top 100 largest for-hire carriers with over 2000 tractors, 5,800 trailers and
~3000 employees
● Accurate last mile navigation to end customer location entry gates to minimize risk of
compromising driver safety and driver frustration

Solution
● Trimble Maps platform deployed to improve navigation accuracy for last mile of a
route by modeling the right gate entry for Class 8 trucks
● CoPilot in-cab navigation solution provides the driver precise turn-by-turn guidance to the
entry gate

Impact
The industry is incredibly competitive. At Roehl Transport we are consistently challenging historical limitations and working
with our key technology partners and internal technology teams to create breakthrough solutions. Creating the best
possible experience in the cab for our drivers is important to us. Working with Trimble Maps has kept our drivers, and
the people around them safer, providing the peace of mind and confidence that is so key to our mission.
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The value of being connected to the Trimble platform
for driving business growth: NFI
Challenge
● Retention of qualified IT talent to administer and maintain NFI’s operation at
scale – 81 servers, 1000+ users, over 2.5TB of data - had become increasingly
difficult.
● Continued trend of logistics businesses being targeted for cyber attacks, with attacks on
supply chain businesses jumping 51% in H2 2021.

Solution
● With NFI’s conversion to cloud-hosted TMS & Fleet Maintenance solutions, they’re able
to leverage Trimble’s resources to keep their systems operational and reliable.
● Trimble’s strategic partnership with Microsoft (and their Azure platform)
provided NFI the level of data and environment security to support their growth

Impact
● NFI’s transition to cloud-enabled Trimble solutions required minimal operational
interruptions, while netting a 15-20% cost reduction over a three year period.
● We have “proof points” through NFI, that new and existing customers see compelling value
in our strategic vision.
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Accelerating the digital transformation of Transportation with
our unique breadth and depth
●
●
●

Across: industry stakeholders, industry workflows, broad technologies and the entire ecosystem
Trimble Connected Workflows - Integrated solutions supporting critical transportation workflows
Trimble Transportation Cloud - an open and extensible platform, end-to-end workflows, new data insights

More efficient planning

More efficient process

More efficient procurement

More efficient industry
Optimized utilization and
freight coverage
Optimized Freight
Supply Chain

Optimized Networks

Optimized Workflows

Route/Asset/Navigation Optimization
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Best-of-breed TMS/Routing &
Navigation Solutions

Supply Chain
Insights/Places

Trimble Transportation Cloud

Connected ecosystem
workflows
First transportation
industry platform

Market penetration + Industry growth

